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February 27, 2024

The Honorable Bernie Sanders, Chair

The Honorable Bill Cassidy, Ranking Member

Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions

428 Dirksen Senate Office Building

Washington, DC 20510

Re: Hearing of the Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee to consider

“Taking a Serious Look at the Retirement Crisis in America: What can we do to expand

defined benefit pension plans for workers?”

Dear Chairman Sanders, Ranking Member Cassidy, and members of the committee:

On behalf of Economic Policy Institute (EPI), I am pleased to submit this statement for the
record for the February 28, 2024, Senate HELP Committee hearing on the retirement
income crisis. EPI is a nonprofit, nonpartisan think tank created in 1986 to include the
needs of low- and middle-income workers in economic policy discussions. EPI believes
every working person deserves a good job with fair pay, affordable health care, and
retirement security. We welcome this opportunity to comment on the causes of the
retirement crisis and ways to alleviate it.

The 401(k) revolution has failed working families

Steady contributions, affordability, and lifetime income are the building blocks of an
effective retirement system. Social Security and traditional defined benefit pensions check
all three boxes, 401(k)-style defined contribution plans check none.

The roots of the retirement crisis can be traced to the early 1980s, when employers began
shifting from secure pensions to defined contribution plans around the same time that
Congress enacted cuts to Social Security to avert an imminent shortfall.

The shift from defined benefit pensions to defined contribution plans is an experiment that
failed. 401(k)s were initially intended as a perk for bankers, not a substitute for pensions.1

However, 401(k)s took off quickly and now outnumber defined benefit pensions among
private-sector workers by a factor of nearly eight to one (Figure A).

401(k)s do a poor job of building savings

401(k)s made it easy for employers to offer a retirement plan since much of the cost and all
of the risk fall on workers. Despite making it easier on employers, the shift from traditional
pensions to 401(k)s did not increase the share of workers participating in a retirement plan,
which has long hovered around 50%.2 It did, however, widen the gap between retirement
haves and have-nots.3

Though defined contribution plans have outnumbered defined benefit pensions in the
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Figure A Active participants in private-sector employer-based
retirement plans, 1975–2021 (millions)

Note: EBSA made methodological changes to estimates of the number of active participants in defined
contribution plans in 2005.

Source: Employee Benefits Security Administration (EBSA 2023). Private Pension Plan Bulletin Historical
Tables and Graphs 1975–2021, Table E7.
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private sector for three decades, they have done a poor job of growing retirement savings.
There are fewer assets in defined contribution plans ($10.0 trillion) than in defined benefit
plans ($15.4 trillion). This does not take into account the $13.0 trillion in Individual
Retirement Accounts (IRAs), perhaps half of which were rolled over from 401(k) accounts.4

However, a rough equivalence between assets held in defined benefit pensions and
retirement account plans is unimpressive given the much larger number of workers
participating in defined contribution plans.

Retirement account balances are highly unequal

Most households have nothing or next to nothing saved in retirement accounts. Even
among households nearing or starting retirement (ages 60–64), 44% have nothing saved
in these accounts, and the median household has only $10,400. The top 10%, meanwhile,
have over $1 million saved in retirement accounts (Figure B).5

Racial and ethnic disparities are stark.6 Most Black (65%) and Hispanic (70%) households
have nothing saved in retirement accounts.7 Even focusing on households approaching or
entering retirement (ages 60–64), 65% of Black and 82% of Hispanic households lack
retirement account savings. As shown in Figure C, mean account balances also show
large and persistent disparities by race and ethnicity.
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Figure B Household retirement account savings by savings
percentile, ages 60–64, 1989–2022 (2022$ thousands)

Note: Amounts shown include defined contribution plans and IRAs.

Source: Author’s analysis of Federal Reserve Survey of Consumer Finances microdata, 1989–2022.
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Figure C Mean household retirement account savings, 1989–2022
(2022$ thousands)

Note: Amounts shown include defined contribution plans and IRAs. Amounts are averaged across
households with and without retirement account savings.

Source: Author’s analysis of Federal Reserve Survey of Consumer Finances microdata, 1989–2022.
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Many workers get no help from their employer or the
government

There are many reasons why most households have little or nothing saved in retirement
accounts, including savings diminished by high fees and pre-retirement withdrawals. But
the most important factor is that nearly half of workers (47%) do not participate in a plan, in
most cases because their employer does not provide one or because they are not
eligible.8

Participation rates vary considerably by industry, occupation, and other factors.9 Union
membership is an important factor, especially among blue-collar workers, since 94% of
private-sector union members have access to a retirement plan and 84% participate.10

Retirement plan participation is higher among construction (50%), manufacturing (69%),
and trade, transportation, and utilities (51%) workers, where unionization rates are relatively
high, than among leisure and hospitality workers (16%), where unionization rates are low.11

Unions influence retirement plan access not only among unionized employers but also
among competing employers.

Though some workers opt not to participate in an employer plan, this is not necessarily a
short-sighted decision, as is often assumed. Many low-income and part-time workers are
not eligible for an employer contribution and do not gain a tax advantage by participating
because they do not owe income tax. These workers nonetheless face a 10% penalty if
they need to access their own funds before age 59-1/2 unless they qualify for a special
exemption.

Thus, it is not surprising that many low-income and part-time workers, including many retail
workers, do not participate in a retirement plan. Only 9% of Dollar General workers, for
example, have positive 401(k) balances even though the company considers all its
employees “active participants” who are eligible to contribute their own money to the plan.
Though the company offers a seemingly generous dollar-for-dollar matching contribution
up to 5% of pay, workers are only eligible for the match after a year of service and 1,000
hours, and most retail workers—including, presumably, Dollar General employees—work
part-time and do not last a full year.12 Though employers are required to extend eligibility
to part-time workers who work at least 500 hours per year for three years (reduced to two
years starting in 2025, thanks to the SECURE 2.0 Act of 2022), companies like Dollar
General can continue to exclude workers by limiting their hours.

In any case, it would be difficult for most Dollar General workers to contribute to their
401(k) plan since the company has the dubious distinction of employing the highest share
of workers (92%) earning under $15 per hour out of the large service-sector employers
analyzed in one study.13 Dollar General’s reliance on a low-paid, part-time, and high-
turnover workforce kept its 401(k) contributions to a measly $200 per worker in 2022.14
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Federal subsidies for retirement accounts are costly and
mostly go to high-income households

The U.S. Treasury Department estimates that contributions to tax-favored retirement
accounts cost taxpayers $138.5 billion in 2021.15 However, we do not actually know how
much these subsidies cost because the federal government does not track untaxed
investment earnings and other factors that would be needed to calculate tax losses, and
different agencies use different estimation methods.16

In contrast, we closely monitor Social Security’s finances, including long-term projections.
The annual release of the Social Security Trustees report elicits concern about projected
shortfalls, which the Social Security actuaries last year estimated at 1.3% of GDP over 75
years.17 Meanwhile, Andrew Biggs of the American Enterprise Institute and Alicia Munnell
of Boston College’s Center for Retirement Research estimate that the combined cost of tax
expenditures related to retirement similarly amounted to 1.3% of GDP annually, yet these
subsidies receive far less scrutiny than Social Security’s projected shortfall.18 In addition to
receiving less attention, some forgone revenues from tax-favored accounts would improve
Social Security’s finances because some contributions to employer retirement plans are
not subject to the payroll taxes that fund Social Security and Medicare.

This is not to suggest that all subsidies for retirement should be scrapped. However, those
that disproportionately benefit upper-income households and do little to increase saving
should be repurposed. The Tax Policy Center estimates that 60% of tax expenditures for
retirement saving accounts go to the highest income quintile (20%).19 Since these
households tend to save anyway, the subsidies do little to incentivize saving but rather
induce households to steer savings to tax-favored accounts.20

Tellingly, most households approaching retirement would have accumulated more in
retirement accounts if tax subsidies that were supposed to encourage saving had instead
been divided equally among households and invested in Treasury bonds with no employer
or employee contributions—a damning assessment of the efficacy of these supposed
saving incentives.21

We need to fix 401(k)s before expanding them

There are things we can do to make 401(k)s better, but these have received less support
than policies to make them bigger. The financial services industry has embraced automatic
enrollment, expanding contribution limits, and pushing back the age that participants are
required to start withdrawing funds. In contrast, efforts by the Obama administration and
others to improve incentives for low-income savers received little industry support and
took years to pass because small accounts are not lucrative. Overdue changes to the low-
income Saver’s Credit passed in SECURE 2.0 will not take effect until 2027, whereas
provisions benefiting higher-income households, such as raising the age for required
distributions, take effect sooner.22 Another indicator of who these accounts really serve:
exposés of billionaires shielding millions and even billions in tax-favored retirement
accounts have not led to better rules and enforcement around contribution limits or
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capping account balances, though the Obama and Biden administrations proposed limits
on accumulations.23

Meanwhile, efforts to ensure that retirement savers are not steered to high-cost
investments by salespeople posing as financial advisors have met with fierce industry
opposition.24 Though there has been a welcome trend toward lower-cost passive
investment strategies, retirement savers are still being steered to inappropriate high-cost
investments through gaps in rules intended to protect savers, since these rules do not
apply to rollovers or complex insurance products that even financial professionals have
difficulty pricing.25

This is exactly backwards. Before we funnel more money to 401(k)s, we need to ensure
that they are an affordable savings vehicle for ordinary workers, not a tax dodge for the
wealthy. Even then, our priority should be expanding Social Security and access to secure
pensions rather than relying more on 401(k)s.

Social Security is key, but benefits are modest

Social Security replaces only 39% of pre-retirement earnings for a medium earner retiring
at 65 though the replacement rate is higher for low earners and lower for high earners.
Before benefit cuts were implemented in 1983, including a gradual increase in the normal
retirement age, the replacement rate for a medium earner who retired at 65 was 50%.26

Social Security benefits are lower than benefits from similar plans in most peer countries.
The average replacement rate for mandatory pensions in the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development is 51% for a medium earner—similar to the Social Security
replacement rate prior to the 1983 cuts.27

Though modest, the value of Social Security benefits exceeds the value of savings in
defined contribution plans for all but the wealthiest Americans. For higher income
households, the value of defined benefit pensions exceeds both the value of Social
Security and that of defined contribution plan savings (Figure D).

Defined benefit pensions provide financial security for
most union members and public-sector workers

Traditional defined benefit pensions are more efficient than 401(k)-style defined
contribution plans. Pensions pool risk among workers who retire at different times and
have different lifespans. In contrast, defined contribution plans are riskier because
individual savers do not benefit from intergenerational risk-sharing or longevity risk
pooling. Professionally managed pension funds also earn higher risk-adjusted returns and
have lower administrative costs than individual accounts. Due to a lack of risk pooling and
lower net investment returns, EPI and others have estimated that contributions to 401(k)
plans need to be almost twice as large as contributions to defined benefit pensions to
provide similar retirement security.28

In the private sector, most rank-and-file workers who participate in defined benefit
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Figure D Mean household retirement wealth by source and wealth
percentile, ages 50-59, 2019 (thousands)

Notes: Households are ranked by total wealth, including non-retirement wealth (not shown). Statistics
shown are the mean of wealth for households within +/- 5 percentage points of the cut point (e.g.
households in the "10th percentile" are really those in the 5th–15th percentile).

Source: Jacobs, Lindsay, Elizabeth Llanes, Kevin Moore, Jeffrey Thompson, and Alice Henriques Volz.
2021. “Wealth Concentration in the United States Using an Expanded Measure of Net Worth,” Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston Research Department Working Paper No. 21-6.
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pensions are union members. Whereas 58% of union members in the private sector have a
defined benefit pension, only 7% of their nonunion counterparts do.29 Defined benefit
pensions are the norm in the public sector, where secure pensions partly compensate for
lower salaries. Three-quarters (75%) of all state and local government workers—including
82% of full-time workers and 82% of union members—participate in a defined benefit
pension.30

Public pensions are especially critical for women and Black workers, who gravitate toward
public-sector jobs with secure benefits despite a public-sector pay gap.31 Black (27%) and
non-Hispanic white (27%) working households have similar rates of defined benefit
pension coverage, as do unmarried or unpartnered working women (15%) and working
men (13%).32

While some union members, including many auto workers, participate in single-employer
pension plans, others participate in multiemployer plans jointly sponsored by employers
and unions. These Taft-Hartley plans are common in sectors where workers often have
longer-lasting relationships with unions than with individual employers, such as the
trucking and construction industries. Multiple-employer plans such as TIAA are also
common among mobile professionals, such as university professors and clergy.

Multiemployer Taft-Hartley plans can survive the demise of individual employers but run
into trouble when an entire industry, or union membership in an industry, shrinks rapidly.
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With a low ratio of active participants to retirees, it becomes difficult for mature plans to
adjust contributions to offset volatile investment returns even if the plans were adequately
funded to begin with.33 Congress included assistance for troubled multiemployer plans in
the American Rescue Plan of 2021, effectively stabilizing them for decades to come.
However, additional steps will eventually be needed to ensure that these plans can
weather the next storm and serve future generations.

The challenge of defined benefit pensions is that while they eliminate individual longevity
and investment risks through risk pooling, sponsors still bear some cohort longevity and
market risks because future lifespans and long-term investment returns cannot be
perfectly predicted. Pension plans deal with this challenge by gradually adjusting
contribution rates to offset nontransitory changes in life expectancy or investment
returns—a strategy that works well for public-sector employers and multiemployer plans
with a stable or growing number of active participants. Though quasi-mandatory
participation can be enforced through collective bargaining agreements, extending
pension-like benefits to a broader group of workers might require mandates or greater risk
sharing with participants in so-called “hybrid” plans that combine elements of defined
benefit and defined contribution plans.

It is time for an overhaul of our retirement system that
builds on what works

Social Security is the most important source of retirement income for most workers but
needs to be strengthened and significantly expanded along the lines proposed by
Chairman Sanders and other cosponsors of the Social Security Expansion Act.34 We also
need to expand Supplemental Security Insurance and other social insurance programs to
ensure that seniors and people with disabilities are lifted above poverty and families are
not devastated by medical and caregiving expenses.

Defined benefit pensions are critical to the retirement security of public-sector and
unionized workers. We need to protect existing plans while exploring ways to extend
secure pension benefits to more workers. Hybrid plans in some states, provinces, and
countries that equitably share risk between employers and workers could serve as models
for expanding multiple-employer plans in the United States.35

Three decades after 401(k)s became the most common retirement plan in the private
sector, most workers approaching retirement have little or nothing in these accounts. We
should stop pretending that the problem is workers and not a poorly designed system that
has failed them.

We should begin by implementing the Department of Labor’s Retirement Security Rule
without delay. We should also tighten and enforce 401(k) contribution rules, set a $5 million
or lower limit on account balances, tax inherited balances immediately, and use the
savings from these reforms to help low-income savers.

We should take steps to prevent employers from discriminating against part-time workers,
including workers who would prefer to work full-time but are limited to part-time work by
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employers seeking to save on benefit costs. A provision in the Part-Time Worker Bill of
Rights that extended retirement benefits to part-time workers who were employed for two
years was included in SECURE 2.0, but more could be done to expand access to other
part-time workers.

Ultimately, employers who want to avoid providing retirement benefits will find ways to do
so in a voluntary system. Some state and local governments have therefore taken the step
of requiring employers to at least facilitate worker contributions to state-sponsored IRAs
via automatic enrollment and payroll deduction. While Auto IRAs do not allow for employer
contributions, these efforts could prompt federal action, possibly including requirements
for employer contributions or a government match.36 The idea of an employer mandate
has gained currency in recent decades though it should not be viewed as a substitute for
Social Security expansion.

Sincerely,

Monique Morrissey, Ph.D.

Senior Economist

Economic Policy Institute
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